The study of power domination in graphs arises from the problem of placing a minimum number of measurement devices in an electrical network while monitoring the entire network. A power dominating set of a graph is a set of vertices from which every vertex in the graph can be observed, following a set of rules for power system monitoring. In this paper, we study the problem of finding a minimum power dominating set which is connected; the cardinality of such a set is called the connected power domination number of the graph. We show that the connected power domination number of a graph is NP-hard to compute in general, but can be computed in linear time in cactus graphs and block graphs. We also give various structural results about connected power domination, including a cut vertex decomposition and a characterization of the effects of various vertex and edge operations on the connected power domination number. Finally, we present novel integer programming formulations for power domination, connected power domination, and power propagation time, and give computational results.
Introduction
Electrical power companies must constantly monitor their electrical networks in order to detect and respond to failures in the networks. To this end, they place devices called Phase Measurement Units (PMUs) at select locations in the system. A PMU can directly measure the currents and phase angles of all transmission lines incident to its location. Moreover, physical laws governing electrical circuits (e.g. Kirchhoff's circuit laws) can be leveraged to gain information about parts of the network which are not directly observed. Due to the high cost of PMUs, it is a problem of interest to find the smallest number of PMUs (and their locations) from which an entire network can be observed. This PMU placement problem has been explored extensively in the electrical engineering literature; see [6, 7, 16, 35, 39, 41, 44, 48] , and the bibliographies therein for various placement strategies and computational results.
Haynes et al. [32] formulated the PMU placement problem as a dynamic graph coloring problem, where vertices represent electric nodes and edges represent connections via transmission lines. In this model, a set of initially colored vertices in a graph (corresponding to locations of PMUs) cause other vertices to become colored (i.e. to be observed by the PMUs); the goal is to find the smallest set of initially colored vertices which causes all other vertices to become colored. More precisely, let G = (V, E) be a graph and let S ⊂ V be a set of initially colored are adjacent, or neighbors, if {v, w} ∈ E. If v is adjacent to w, we write v ∼ w; otherwise, we write v ∼ w. The neighborhood of v ∈ V is the set of all vertices which are adjacent to v, denoted N (v; G); the degree of v ∈ V is defined as d(v; G) = |N (v; G)|. The closed neighborhood of v ∈ V is the set N (v; G) ∪ {v}, denoted N [v; G]. The dependence of these parameters on G can be omitted when it is clear from the context. The closed neighborhood of a set S ⊂ V is the set N [S] = ∪ v∈S N [v] . A set S in G is said to dominate N [S]. Given S ⊂ V , the induced subgraph G[S] is the subgraph of G whose vertex set is S and whose edge set consists of all edges of G which have both endpoints in S. The number of connected components of G will be denoted by c(G); an isomorphism between graphs G 1 and G 2 will be denoted by G 1 G 2 . A leaf, or pendant, is a vertex with degree 1. A cut vertex is a vertex which, when removed, increases the number of connected components in G. A cut edge is an edge which, when removed, increases the number of components of G. A biconnected component, or block, of G is a maximal subgraph of G which has no cut vertices. The disjoint union of sets A and B will be denoted A∪B.
A chronological list of forces F associated with a power dominating or zero forcing set S of a graph G is a sequence of forces applied to color V (G) in the order they are applied. A forcing chain for a chronological list of forces is a maximal sequence of vertices (v 1 , . . . , v k ) such that the force v i → v i+1 is in F for 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1. Each forcing chain produces a distinct path in G, one of whose endpoints is in S; we will say this endpoint initiates the forcing chain.
We also recall some terminology and notation from [15] which will be used in the sequel. Let G = (V, E) P n be a graph and v be a vertex of degree at least 3. A pendant path attached to v is a maximal set P ⊂ V such that G[P ] is a connected component of G − v which is a path, one of whose ends is adjacent to v in G. The neighbor of v in P will be called the base of the path, and p(v) will denote the number of pendant paths attached to v ∈ V . We will also say that p(u) = 1 if u is a cut vertex which belongs to a pendant path. Similarly, a pendant tree attached to v is a set T ⊂ V composed of the vertices of a connected component of G − v which is a tree, and which has a single vertex adjacent to v in G. Finally, for a connected graph G = (V, E) P n , define:
When there is no scope for confusion, the dependence on G will be omitted. Note that the sets R 1 , R 2 , and R 3 partition the set of cut vertices of G. For convenience, we will say that M(P n ) = ∅. For other graph theoretic terminology and definitions, we refer the reader to [11] .
Structural results
We first present two technical lemmas about vertices which are contained in every connected power dominating set, and vertices which are not contained in any minimum connected power dominating set. Lemma 1. Let G = (V, E) be a connected graph different from a path and R be an arbitrary connected power dominating set of G. Then M(G) ⊂ R.
Proof. Let v be a cut vertex of G which is in R 3 (G). If two or more components of G − v contain vertices of R, then since R is connected and since any path between two vertices from different components of G − v also contains v, R must contain v. Now suppose all vertices of R are contained in a single component G 1 of G − v. If v is not contained in R, then no vertex outside G 1 ∪ {v} can be dominated or forced at any timestep since v will have at least two uncolored neighbors in the other components of G − v; this is a contradiction. Thus, every vertex of R 3 must be in R.
Now let v be a cut vertex of G which is in R 2 (G). If both components of G − v contain vertices of R, then by the same argument as above, R must contain v. Now suppose that all vertices of R are contained in a single component G 1 of G − v. If v is not contained in R, then since the other component of G − v is not a pendant path of G, it cannot be forced by a single forcing chain passing through v, a contradiction. Thus, every vertex of R 2 must be in R.
Lemma 2. Let G be a graph different from a path. Then, no minimum connected power dominating set of G contains a leaf of G.
Proof. Suppose for contradiction that there is a minimum connected power dominating set S of G which contains a leaf of G. Since G is not a path, S must contain another vertex u besides . Since S is connected, it must include the neighbor v of , since every path between u and passes through v. However, S\{ } is also a connected power dominating set of G, since v can dominate in the first timestep, and removing does not disconnect G [S] . This contradicts the minimality of S.
Cut vertex decomposition
A trivial block is a block consisting of two vertices, both of which belong to the same pendant path. A nontrivial block is a block B which is not trivial, together with all pendant paths attached to vertices in B. In this section, we present a technique for computing the connected power domination numbers of graphs with cut vertices in terms of the connected power domination numbers of their nontrivial blocks. We first introduce several definitions and lemmas which will be used in the main result of this section; some of these are adapted from [12, 32] . Definition 1. Let G = (V, E) be a graph and let X ⊆ V . A set S ⊆ V (G) is a connected power dominating set of G subject to X if S is a connected power dominating set of G and X ⊆ S. The size of a minimum connected power dominating set subject to X is denoted γ P,c (G; X).
Example 1. Let P n be a path with vertices v 1 , . . . , v n , where
The following observation is well-known in the power domination literature. It is often stated in terms of leaves, but remains valid for pendant paths.
Observation 2. For any graph G, there exists a minimum power dominating set of G that contains every vertex that is incident to two or more leaves.
Given a graph G = (V, E) and a set X ⊆ V , define r (G, X) as the graph obtained by attaching r leaves to each vertex in X. The following result establishes a relationship between γ P,c (G; X) and 3 (G, X).
Proposition 1.
For any graph G = (V, E) and any set X ⊆ V , a set S is a minimum connected power dominating set of G subject to X if and only if S is a minimum connected power dominating set of 3 (G, X).
Proof. Let S be a minimum connected power dominating set of G subject to X. Then, S can dominate all the added leaves in 3 (G, X) in the first timestep, and then force the rest of the vertices of V (G) as in G. Hence S is a connected power dominating set of 3 (G, X). Suppose there is a minimum connected power dominating set S of 3 (G, X) with |S | < |S|. By Lemma 1, S contains all vertices in X. Moreover, since S is minimum, it does not contain any of the added leaves of 3 (G, X). Thus, S is a connected power dominating set of G subject to X, a contradiction to S being minimum. The other direction follows analogously.
Let µ(v) denote the number of nontrivial blocks a vertex v belongs to.
Proof. Let S i be an arbitrary minimum connected power dominating set of B i subject to A i . By Proposition 1, S i is also a minimum connected power dominating set of 3 (B i , A i ). We claim that S := ∪ k i=1 S i is a minimum connected power dominating set of G. Let u and v be two arbitrary vertices in S. Without loss of generality, suppose u and v are not in M(G); the case when one or both of u and v are in M(G) is handled analogously. If u and v belong to the same nontrivial block B i , then since S contains S i , and S i is a connected power dominating set containing u and v, there is a path between u and v in G [S] . Otherwise, let B i0 and B ip respectively be the blocks containing u and v. Let B i0 , a i1 , B i1 , . . . , a ip−1 , B ip−1 , a ip , B ip be the path between B i0 and B ip in the block tree of G, where a i1 , . . . , a ip are the cut vertices; note that by definition, each of these vertices is in M(G). Then since S contains S i0 , and S i0 is a connected power dominating set containing u and a i1 , there is a path between u and a i1 in G [S] . Likewise, there is a path between a ij and a ij+1 for 1 ≤ j ≤ p − 1, and there is a path between a ip and v. Thus, in all cases, there is a path between u and v in G[S], so S is a connected set.
Moreover, S is a power dominating set, since by construction each S i can dominate the corresponding nontrivial block of G (because no uncolored vertex within a nontrivial block has uncolored neighbors outside that block).
Finally, it remains to be shown that S is minimum. Suppose S is a connected power dominating set of G with |S | < |S|. Thus, there is some i such that |S ∩ B i | < |S ∩ B i | = |S i |. However, by Lemma 1, S contains all vertices in M(G), and hence S ∩ B i must contain A i ; this contradicts the minimality of S i . It follows that S is a minimum connected power dominating set of G. Thus, S is a minimum connected power dominating set of G. Moreover,
Thus, γ P,c (G) = |S| is as claimed in (1).
Vertex and edge operations
In this section, we explore the effects of various vertex and edge operations on the connected power domination number. The effects of operations such as deletion and contraction of vertices and edges have been studied for other parameters as well. For example, the power domination spread of a vertex v and edge e is defined as γ P (G; v) = γ P (G) − γ P (G − v) and γ P (G; e) = γ P (G) − γ P (G − e), respectively. The analogously defined rank spread r, zero forcing spread z, path spread p, and connected forcing spread z c have also been defined as parameters which respectively describe the change in the minimum rank, zero forcing number, path cover number, and connected forcing number of a graph when a vertex v or edge e is deleted. In particular, it has been shown that: [26, 33] , [8, 43] , [8, 9, 46] , [15] .
We now define the connected power domination spread of a vertex v and edge e as γ P,c (G; v) = γ P,c (G) − γ P,c (G − v) and γ P,c (G; e) = γ P,c (G) − γ P,c (G − e), respectively. Since a disconnected graph cannot have a connected power dominating set, in the definitions above we will restrict v to be a non-cut vertex and e to be a non-cut edge. We now show that the connected power domination spread of a vertex or edge can be arbitrarily large.
Proposition 2. For any integer c > 0, there exist graphs G 1 , G 2 , G 3 , and G 4 , vertices v 1 ∈ G 1 and v 2 ∈ G 2 , and edges e 3 ∈ G 3 and e 4 ∈ G 4 , such that γ P,c (G 1 ; v 1 ) = −c, γ P,c (G 2 ; v 2 ) = c, γ P,c (G 3 ; e 3 ) = −c, and γ P,c (G 4 ; e 4 ) = c.
Proof. Let P = (V, E) be a path on c + 3 vertices, with end-vertices v 1 and v n . Let v 2 and v n−1 be the neighbors of v 1 and v n , respectively. Let G = (V∪{x, y, z}, E∪{xv 1 , xv 2 , xy, yz, zv n−1 }); see Figure 1 , left, for an illustration.
It can be verified that γ P,c (G) = 1, γ P,c (G − y) = c + 1, and γ P,c (G − y − x) = 1. Thus, γ P,c (G; y) = −c and γ P,c (G − y; x) = c. Similarly, it can be verified that γ P,c (G − xy) = c + 1, and γ P,c (G − xy − xv 2 ) = 1. Thus, γ P,c (G; xy) = −c and γ P,c (G − xy; xv 2 ) = c.
From Proposition 2, it follows that the connected power domination number can be arbitrarily increased or decreased with the addition or deletion of a single vertex or edge. Furthermore, the connected power domination number is not monotone with respect to either operation. We next show that the connected power domination number can be arbitrarily increased or decreased with the contraction of an edge, and it can be arbitrarily increased, but not decreased, with the subdivision of an edge. Given a graph G and edge e in G, let G : e denote the graph obtained by subdividing e in G. 
Proof. Let C = (V, E) be a cycle on 2c + 1 vertices, let uv be an edge of C, and let x be a vertex of C at maximum distance from u and v. Figure 1 , right, for an illustration.
It can be verified that γ P,c (G) = 1, γ P,c (G : uv) = c + 1, and γ P,c (G/uv) = c + 1. Thus, γ P,c (G : uv) − γ P,c (G) = c, γ P,c (G) − γ P,c (G/uv) = −c, and γ P,c (G : uv) − γ P,c ((G : uv)/uz) = c, where z is the new vertex introduced after subdividing edge uv in G : uv.
Proposition 4. Let G be a connected graph and uv be an edge in G. Then γ P,c (G : uv) ≥ γ P,c (G), and this bound is tight.
Proof. Let w be the new vertex introduced after subdividing edge uv in G : uv. Let R be a minimum connected power dominating set of G : uv and fix a chronological list of forces associated with R. We will show that R or R\{w} is also a connected power dominating set of G.
Suppose first that neither u nor v is contained in R. Since R is connected, w cannot be in R; thus, R remains connected in G. Moreover, in G : uv, w is either forced by u or v, say u, and v is forced either by w or by some other vertex. The same chronological list of forces remains valid in G, except that if w forces v in G : uv, u forces v in G. Thus, R is a connected power dominating set of G. Next, suppose that exactly one of u and v, say u, is contained in R. Then R remains connected in G, u can dominate v in G, and all other forces associated with R in G : uv remain valid in G. Thus, R is a connected power dominating set in G. Finally, suppose that both u and v are contained in R. If w is also contained in R, then R\{w} is a connected set in G, u can dominate v in G, and all other forces associated with R in G : uv remain valid in G. Similarly, if w is not contained in R, then R remains connected in G, and all forces associated with R in G : uv remain valid in G. It follows that γ P,c (G) ≤ γ P,c (G : uv). This bound holds with equality, e.g., when any edge of a path P n is subdivided.
NP-completeness of connected power domination
In this section, we show that computing the connected power domination number of a graph is NP-complete. To begin, we state the decision version of this problem. Proof. Given a graph G = (V, E) and a set S ⊂ V , clearly it can be verified in polynomial time that S is a power dominating set, that G[S] is connected, and that |S| ≤ k. Thus, CP D is in NP.
For our reduction, we will use the problem of zero forcing, which was proved to be NPcomplete in [2, 50] . The decision version of zero forcing is stated below.
PROBLEM: Zero forcing (ZF ) INSTANCE: A simple undirected graph G = (V, E) and a positive integer k ≤ |V |. QUESTION: Does G contain a zero forcing set S of size at most k?
Next, we construct a transformation f from ZF to CP D. Let I = G, k be an instance of ZF , where G = (V, E) and V = {v 1 , . . . , v n }. We define f (I) = G , k + 1 , where
Clearly, G can be constructed from G in polynomial time, so f is a polynomial transformation. See Figure 2 for an illustration of G and G . Figure 2 : Obtaining G from G.
We will now prove the correctness of f . Suppose I = G, k is a 'yes' instance of ZF , i.e., that G = (V, E) has a zero forcing set S = {v i : i ∈ J} where J ⊂ {1, . . . , n} is some index set of size at most k. We claim that S := {p i,n : i ∈ J} ∪ {v * } is a connected power dominating set of G . To see why, first note that since v * is adjacent to every vertex in S \{v * }, G [S ] is connected. Next, note that v * can dominate all vertices in {p i,n , q i,n : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ { 1 , 2 } at the first timestep, and the vertices in {p i,n : i ∈ J} can dominate the vertices in {p i,n−1 : i ∈ J} ∪ {w i : i ∈ J} in the first timestep. Then, the vertices in {q i,j , u i : 1 ≤ j ≤ n − 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ n} can be colored by forcing chains initiated at q i,n , 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Moreover, the vertices in {p i,j : 1 ≤ j ≤ n − 1, i ∈ J} can be colored by forcing chains initiated at p i,n , i ∈ J. When all these vertices are colored, the vertices in {u i : i ∈ J} will each have a single uncolored neighbor, and hence will be able to force the vertices in {v i : i ∈ J}. At that point, since {v i : i ∈ J} is a zero forcing set of G and since all neighbors of vertices in V (G) are colored, all vertices in V (G) can get forced. Finally, all vertices in {p i,j , w i :
Conversely, suppose f (I) = G , k+1 is a 'yes' instance of CP D, i.e., that G has a connected power dominating set of size at most k + 1. Let S be a minimum connected power dominating set of G . By Lemma 1, v * is in S . By Lemma 2, no leaf of G is in S ; thus, 1 , 2 , and w i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, are not in S . No vertex of V (G) ∪ {u i : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} can be in S , since the shortest path between v * and any of these vertices passes through more than n + 1 vertices, v * is in S , S is connected, and |S | ≤ k + 1 ≤ n + 1. If S contains a vertex q i * ,j * for some 1 ≤ i * , j * ≤ n, then it must also contain all vertices in {q i * ,j : j * < j ≤ n}. Note that q i * ,j * can dominate or force only vertices in the path G [{q i * ,j : 1 ≤ j ≤ n} ∪ {u i * }]. However, since v * dominates q i * ,n and q i * ,n can initiate a forcing chain which colors all vertices in {q i * ,j : 1 ≤ j ≤ n} ∪ {u i * }, it follows that S \{q i * ,j : j * ≤ j ≤ n} is also a connected power dominating set of G . This contradicts the minimality of S , so S does not contain any vertices of {q i,j : 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n}. Similarly, S does not contain any vertices of {p i,j : 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ n − 1}. Thus, S consists of v * and some vertices of {p i,n : 1 ≤ i ≤ n}. Let J be the index set of these vertices, i.e., S = {v * } ∪ {p i,n : i ∈ J}. By the same argument as above, the vertices in S dominate or force the vertices in
At the timestep when all these vertices get colored, no vertex in V (G )\V (G) can perform a force; the only way a vertex p i,j , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, i / ∈ J, 1 ≤ j ≤ n − 1 can get colored is for v i to get colored and then for u i to initiate a forcing chain containing p i,j . Moreover, the only way a vertex in V (G) can get colored is if it is forced by some other vertex in V (G). It follows that {v i : i ∈ J} must be a zero forcing set of G, since otherwise some v i ∈ V (G) will never be colored, contradicting that S is a connected power dominating set. Thus, if f (I) is a 'yes' instance of CP D, then I is a 'yes' instance of ZF .
Characterizations of γ P,c for specific graphs
While the connected power domination number is NP-hard to compute in general, in this section we show that the connected power domination numbers of cactus and block graphs can be computed efficiently.
Trees
We begin with a closed formula for the connected power domination number of trees, and characterize the trees whose connected power domination number equals their power domination number.
Theorem 3. Let T = (V, E) be a tree. Then, γ P,c (T ) = max{1, |M(T )|}. Moreover, a minimum connected power dominating set of T can be found in O(n) time.
Proof. By definition, M(T ) = ∅ if and only if T is a path; in this case, γ P,c (T ) = 1 and any vertex of the path is a minimum connected power dominating set. Assume henceforth that T is not a path; we will show that M is a minimum connected power dominating set of T . All vertices of T with degree at least 3 are in R 3 , and all vertices of T which have degree 2 and do not belong to pendant paths are in R 2 . Thus, any vertex of T which is not initially colored belongs to some pendant path, and all other vertices of that pendant path are also initially uncolored. Since deleting all vertices of a pendant path does not disconnect the graph, M is a connected set. Next, let v be a vertex to which a pendant path is attached. Since v is in R 3 and therefore in M, v can dominate all its neighbors in the first timestep; then, the base of each pendant path can initiate a forcing chain which forces the whole path. Thus, M is a connected power dominating set of T , so γ P,c (T ) ≤ |M|. Moreover, by Lemma 1, every minimum connected power dominating set of T contains M, so γ P,c (T ) ≥ |M|, and hence γ P,c (T ) = |M|.
The vertices in R 1 (T ) can be found in O(n) time (e.g. by starting from the degree 1 vertices of the graph and applying depth-first-search until a vertex of degree at least 3 is reached). Thus, the set M(T ) = V (T )\R 1 (T ) can also be found in O(n) time.
Since the set M(G) is uniquely determined, we have the following corollary to Theorem 3. Corollary 1. If T is a tree different from a path, T has a unique minimum connected power dominating set.
The next result gives a characterization of trees for which γ P,c (T ) = γ P (T ).
Proposition 5. Let T = (V, E) be a tree. Then γ P,c (T ) = γ P (T ) if and only if T satisfies one of the following conditions:
1) T is a path.
2) T is a tree such that for every vertex v ∈ V (T ), if d(v) = 2, v belongs to a pendant path and if d(v) ≥ 3, v is the base of at least 2 pendant paths.
Proof. It is easy to see if T is a path, γ P,c (T ) = γ P (T ); thus, we will assume henceforth that T is not a path. Let T be a tree such that γ P,c (T ) = γ P (T ), and let S be a minimum connected power dominating set of T . If T has a vertex v with d(v) = 2 which is not in a pendant path, v must be in R 2 and therefore in S. However, S\{v} is clearly also a (non-connected) power dominating set since any neighbor of v can force v, so γ P (T ) < γ P,c (T ). Similarly, if T has a vertex v with d(v) ≥ 3 which is adjacent to 1 or 0 pendant paths, we claim that S\{v} is a power dominating set. Indeed, since v has at least 3 neighbors, at most one of which belongs to a pendant path, v has a neighbor in R 2 or R 3 , and can be dominated by that neighbor. Moreover, the pendant path attached to v (if it exists) can be forced by v in later timesteps since all other neighbors of v are colored. Thus, it follows that γ P (T ) < γ P,c (T ). Now suppose T is a (non-path) tree which satisfies condition 2) in Proposition 5. Since all degree 2 vertices of T belong to pendant paths, R 2 (T ) = ∅. Thus, by Theorem 3, M(T ) = R 3 (T ) is a minimum connected power dominating set of T . Moreover, since every vertex of degree at least 3 has at least two pendant paths attached to it, by Observation 2, there exists a minimum power dominating set which contains every vertex in R 3 . Thus, γ P (T ) ≥ |R 3 | = γ P,c (T ) ≥ γ P (T ), so γ P,c (T ) = γ P (T ).
Block graphs
We now extend the result of Theorem 3 to block graphs. A block graph is a graph whose biconnected components are cliques.
Proof. If M(G) = ∅, then either G P n , or G P n and all cut vertices of G are in R 1 (G). In the latter case, G consists of a single clique K of size at least 3, and at most one pendant path attached to each vertex of K. Then, a single vertex of K is a (connected) power dominating set of G, since it can dominate all vertices of K in the first timestep, and then any pendant paths attached to vertices of K can be forced by their respective bases. Thus, if M(G) = ∅, γ P,c (G) = 1. Now suppose that M(G) = ∅; we claim that M(G) is a connected power dominating set of G. Note that in a block graph, the shortest path between two vertices is unique; in particular, the shortest path between two cut vertices in M(G) is entirely composed of other cut vertices in M(G). Thus, M(G) is a connected set. If v belongs to a maximal clique K of G of size 2 which is part of a pendant tree T , then v is either in M(G), or is in a pendant path and gets forced by M(G) ∩ T by Theorem 3. If v belongs to a maximal clique K of G of size 2 which is not part of a pendant tree, then v is in R 2 (G) (and hence in M(G)) and is therefore initially colored. Now suppose v belongs to a clique K of G of size at least 3. Since M(G) = ∅, every clique of G of size at least 3 contains at least one vertex of M(G). Thus, a vertex in M(G) ∩ K can dominate v in the first timestep. Since v gets colored in every case, M(G) is a connected power dominating set of G. By Lemma 1, every connected power dominating set of G contains M(G), so M(G) is a minimum connected power dominating set of G.
Cactus graphs
In this section, we give a linear-time algorithm for finding a minimum connected power dominating set of a cactus graph. A cactus graph is a graph in which any two cycles have at most one common vertex; equivalently, it is a graph whose biconnected components are cycles or cut edges. We first establish some results which are applicable to arbitrary graphs containing a cycle block.
Let G be a connected graph and C be the vertex set of a block of G such that G[C] is a cycle. Given vertices u and v of C, let (u → v) be the set of vertices of C (given a plane embedding) encountered while traveling counterclockwise from u to v, not including u and v. We will refer to (u → v) as a segment of C. Note that a segment of the form (u → u) is also well-defined.
Observation 3. Let G = (V, E) be a connected graph and C be the vertex set of a block of G such that G[C] is a cycle. Then, any set R ⊂ V such that G[R] is connected can exclude at most one segment of C.
In particular, a connected power dominating set of a graph G with cycle block C can exclude at most one segment of C.
Lemma 3. Let G = (V, E) be a connected graph and C be the vertex set of a block of G such that G[C] is a cycle. A segment of C can be excluded from a connected power dominating set of G if and only if it contains:
-0 cut vertices of C, or -1 cut vertex of C which is in R 1 (G), or -2 cut vertices of C, which are adjacent and both of which are in R 1 (G).
Proof. We will first show that if a segment of C is excluded from a connected power dominating set of G, then it contains either no cut vertices, or one cut vertex in R 1 (G), or two adjacent cut vertices in R 1 (G). Let R be an arbitrary connected power dominating set of G and (u → v) be a segment of C not contained in R. By Lemma 1, M ⊂ R, so each vertex in (u → v) is either a non-cut vertex, or a cut vertex in R 1 (G); in the latter case, the entire pendant path attached to the vertex is also not in R since otherwise R could not be connected. Suppose (u → v) contains three distinct cut vertices, p, q, and r, lying on C in this counterclockwise order. Every path from a vertex of R to a vertex in (p → r) passes through p or r. However, once p and r are dominated or forced by some forcing chains starting outside (u → v), each of p and r will have two uncolored neighbors and will not be able to force another vertex. Thus, the vertices in (p → r) cannot be forced; note that (p → r) = ∅ since q ∈ (p → r). This contradicts R being a power dominating set, so (u → v) can contain at most two cut vertices. Similarly, if (u → v) contains two cut vertices which are not adjacent, then the vertices in (p → r) cannot be forced. Thus, if (u → v) contains two cut vertices, they must be adjacent. Now let (u → v) be any segment of C which contains either no cut vertices, or one cut vertex in R 1 (G), or two adjacent cut vertices in R 1 (G). We claim that the set S obtained by removing (u → v) and all pendant paths attached to (u → v) from V is a connected power dominating set of G. Indeed, deleting the vertices in (u → v) from G together with all pendant paths attached to (u → v) does not disconnect G, so S is a connected set. Moreover, note that by definition, a segment cannot include all vertices of C; thus, the remaining vertices (or vertex) in C outside (u → v) can initiate two forcing chains which color (u → v) and the pendant paths attached to (u → v). Thus, (u → v) can be excluded from a connected power dominating set of G.
Let G = (V, E) be a connected graph and C be the vertex set of a block of G such that G[C] is a cycle. We will say a segment (u → v) of C is feasible if it can be excluded from a connected power dominating set of G. We will denote by s(C) the maximum size of a feasible segment of C. More precisely, in view of Lemma 3, s(C) can be defined as follows. Let {p 1 , . . . , p k } be the set of cut vertices in C in counterclockwise order. For j ∈ {0, 1, 2}, if k ≤ j, let S j (C) = ∅; otherwise, define S j (C) as follows, with i read modulo k:
Let S(C) = S 0 (C)∪S 1 (C)∪S 2 (C) and if k > 0, define s(C) = max S∈S(C) {|S|}. Note that S 0 (C) contains all maximal (with respect to inclusion) feasible segments which contain no cut vertices, S 1 (C) contains all maximal feasible segments which contain one cut vertex in R 1 , and S 2 (C) contains all maximal feasible segments which contain two adjacent cut vertices in R 1 . Thus, by Lemma 3, S(C) contains a feasible segment of maximum size. See Figure 3 for an illustration. 
Theorem 5. Let G = (V, E) be a cactus graph, C 1 , . . . , C k be the vertex sets of the cycles of G, and P 1 , . . . , P be the vertex sets of the pendant paths of G. Then,
Moreover, γ P,c (G) can be computed in O(n) time.
Proof. If G C n or G P n , clearly γ P,c (G) = 1; thus, assume henceforth that G C n and G P n . If G is a tree different from a path, by Theorem 3, γ P,c (G) = |M(G)| = n − i=1 |P i |, and (2) holds. If G is not a tree nor a cycle, then each cycle of G has at least one cut vertex, so s(C i ) is well-defined for all i. For 1 ≤ i ≤ k, let S i be a feasible segment of C i such that
Clearly, deleting all pendant paths from G does not disconnect it; also, by Lemma 3, deleting feasible segments from G also does not disconnect G (given that all pendant paths attached to them are also deleted). Thus, R * is a connected set. By Lemma 3, for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, S i and any pendant paths attached to S i can be forced by the vertices in C i \S i . Moreover, all other pendant paths are attached to vertices in R * which can dominate their bases and thus force the entire paths. Thus, R * is a power dominating set. Now suppose there is a minimum connected power dominating set R of G with |R | < |R * |. The vertices in V can be partitioned into M, k i=1 C i \M, and i=1 P i . By Lemma 1, R contains all vertices in M; the rest of R consists of vertices in k i=1 C i \M, and i=1 P i . By Observation 3, for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, any vertices of C i \M not contained in R must form a single segment. Suppose first that R includes some vertices of i=1 P i . The pendant paths containing these vertices cannot be attached to vertices of segments excluded from R , since then R would be disconnected. Thus, these pendant paths are attached to vertices in R . However, the bases of these pendant paths can be dominated by the vertices in R to which they are attached, and then the entire pendant paths can be forced. Moreover, removing all vertices in pendant paths from R cannot disconnect the set. Thus, R \ i=1 P i is a smaller connected power dominating set than R , contradicting the minimality of R . It follows that R does not contain vertices of i=1 P i . Thus, for 1
follows by the pigeonhole principle that there is some i ∈ {1, . . . , k} for which
* is a minimum connected power dominating set of G.
To verify that the time needed to find γ P,c (G) is linear in the order of the graph, first note that the set of cut vertices in G, and hence the vertices in M, C 1 , . . . , C k , and P 1 , . . . , P can be found in linear time (cf. [49] ). Then, the sets of cut vertices in each cycle of G can also be found in linear time, and each of the sets of segments S 0 (C i ), S 1 (C i ), and S 2 (C i ) can be found in linear time for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Since each collection of sets contains O(n) elements, the set of values s(C 1 ), . . . , s(C k ) -and hence γ P,c (G) -can be found in linear time.
6 Integer programming models for γ P (G) and γ P,c (G)
In this section, we propose novel integer programming formulations for power domination and connected power domination, and apply them to several power network test cases. The proposed models can also be used to compute the power propagation time of G, i.e., the minimum number of timesteps required to power dominate a graph by a minimum power dominating set. More precisely, for a graph G and a power dominating set S ⊂ V (G), define
Then, the power propagation time of S, denoted ppt(G, S), is the smallest integer such that S [ ] = V (G). The power propagation time of G is defined as ppt(G) = min{ppt(G, S) : S is a minimum power dominating set of G}. A related concept is the -round power domination number, defined to be the minimum number of vertices needed to power dominate G in power propagation time at most . The -round power domination number has been studied in [2, 3, 28, 37] ; it is NP-hard to compute even on planar graphs. Our proposed integer programming model can also be used to compute the -round power domination number of a graph.
Model formulation
Given a graph G = (V, E), we first transform G into a directed graph G over the same vertex set, with edges (u, v) and (v, u) in G for each edge {u, v} of G. For a directed edge e and vertex v, we use the the notation e ∈ δ − (v) to indicate that v is the head of e. For each v ∈ V , let s v ∈ {0, 1} be a decision variable such that s v = 1 if v is selected to be in the power dominating set, and s v = 0 otherwise. Let T be the maximum number of propagation timesteps allowed; note that any graph can be colored in at most n timesteps by any power dominating set. For each v ∈ V , let x v ∈ {0, 1, . . . , T } be an integer variable that indicates the timestep in which v becomes colored. Lastly, for each directed edge e, let y e = 1 if the tail of e power dominates the head of e, and y e = 0 otherwise. With this notation, the power domination problem can be formulated as in Model 1.
Theorem 6. For any graph G, when T = n, the optimal value of Model 1 equals γ P (G).
Proof. Let S be a power dominating set of G = (V, E). Then, for each v ∈ V , either v is in S and thus s v = 1, or v is colored by some other vertex u of G, i.e., v the head of some edge uv with y uv = 1. Hence, constraint (3) is satisfied. Let x v be the timestep at which vertex v gets colored. Since T is the maximum difference between the timesteps in which any two vertices are colored, for any edge e with y e = 0, constraints (4) and (5) are satisfied. Moreover, note that a vertex which is not in S cannot color another vertex until all-but-one of its neighbors are colored. Thus, for any edge e = (u, v) such that y e = 1, u must be colored before v, and therefore x u < x v . Additionally, x w < x v for all neighbors w of u, unless u ∈ S (if u ∈ S, all neighbors of u get colored, regardless of how many neighbors there are). Therefore, constraints (4) and (5) are satisfied, so all constraints are valid for an arbitrary power dominating set S. Now, let (x, y, s) be a feasible solution to Model 1, and let S = {v : s v = 1, v ∈ V }. Let F be the set of paths formed by the edges for which y e = 1. For an edge e = (u, v) such that y e = 1 and s u = 0, by constraints (4) and (5) there must be some integer x v ∈ {0, . . . , T } such that x w + 1 ≤ x v for w ∈ N (u)\{v}. By interpreting x w as the timestep in which vertex w is forced, it follows that there must exist some timestep x w ∈ {0, . . . , T } such that u and all its neighbors except v have been forced in previous timesteps. Thus, u can force v in timestep x w . Thus, the paths formed by the edges with y e = 1 are forcing chains of G. Additionally, by constraint (3) every vertex v is either in S, or has an edge e = (u, v) such that y e = 1, and thus must get colored at some timestep. Therefore, S is a power dominating set of G and F is a set of forcing chains associated with S. Additionally, since |S| is minimized by the objective of Model 1, S is a minimum power dominating set.
The following two corollaries easily follow from the proof of Theorem 6.
Corollary 2. For any graph G, when T = , the optimal value of Model 1 equals the -round power domination number.
Corollary 3. For any graph G, ppt(G) can be found by re-running Model 1 O(log n) times, using binary search to find the smallest value of T for which the output is the same as for T = n.
Another integer programming formulation for power domination and -round power domination is given by Aazami [3] . Fan and Watson [27] have also explored integer programming formulations for power domination, as well as connected power domination. However, their formulations model a slightly different problem than the one typically considered in the power domination literature. In particular, the model proposed in [27] , shown in Model 2, has decision variables x i ∈ {0, 1}, i ∈ V , for containment in a power dominating set, and p ij ∈ {0, 1}, i, j ∈ V , for whether vertex i can power dominate vertex j. Further, a i,j is the i, j th element of the adjacency matrix of the graph, and Z i = 1 for i ∈ V if i ∈ V Z , where V Z is a set of zero-injection buses. Zero-injection buses are a set of nodes that can perform the zero forcing propagation in the graph. Therefore, in the model of Fan and Watson, the set of zero-injection buses is assumed to be known a priori. If the set V Z is not known, the model becomes nonlinear, and if it is assumed that all vertices are in V Z , the optimal solution to the model is x = 0.
Model 2: Power domination (Fan and Watson)
In order to solve the connected power dominating set problem, additional constraints must be added to ensure connectivity of the power dominating set. There are multiple methods for ensuring the connectivity of a set of vertices, such as the standard minimum spanning tree with sub-tour elimination, Miller-Tucker-Zemlin (MTZ) constraints [42] , Martin constraints [40] , single-commodity flow constraints [25] , and multi-commodity flow constraints [25] . Fan and Watson [27] explored the effectiveness of various connectivity constraints applied to their formulation of power domination, and found that MTZ constraints offered the best computational results. Thus, we apply the MTZ constraints to Model 1 in order to solve the connected power domination problem. We used an implementation of these constraints following the method proposed in [45] , with a modification as explained in [24] .
Computational Results
We computed the power domination numbers, connected power domination numbers, and power propagation times of six power graphs from a standard electrical network benchmark dataset [1] . Multiple edges and loops were removed from the graph instances. All integer programming formulations were implemented in Julia 0.6.0 using Gurobi 7.5.2; experiments were run on a 2014 MacBook Pro with a 2.6 GHz Intel Core i5, and 8 GB of 1600 MHz DDR3 RAM. The optimality gap in Gurobi was left as default, with a time limit of 7200 seconds.
Computational results are summarized in Tables 1 and 2. Table 1 lists the order, size, power domination number, connected power domination number, and the associated runtimes for each graph in the dataset. T is taken to be equal to |V (G)| for each graph G, in order to ensure the feasibility of the integer program. As can be seen from Table 1 , the connected power domination number is greater than the power domination for the six test graphs. Additionally, for a given T , it is generally faster to compute the power domination number than the connected power domination number. Similar results have been observed in other related problems. For example, while both domination and connected domination are NP-complete [30] , the latter is generally harder to solve exactly. This disparity has been attributed to the non-locality of the connected domination problem, since exact algorithms are often unable to capture global properties like connectivity [29] . In some contrast, computational experiments in [13] have shown that algorithms for connected zero forcing are slightly faster than algorithms for zero forcing. Thus, in this aspect, power domination seems to behave more like domination than like zero forcing. In most test cases, the runtimes obtained using Model 1 are lower than the runtimes reported in [27] Table 1 : Computational results for finding minimum power dominating sets using Model 1, and minimum connected power dominating sets using Model 1 with MTZ constraints. Each run was completed with T = |V (G)|, with a time limit of 7200 seconds. For IEEE Bus 300, the reported γ c,P (G) is the best feasible solution at the point of timeout.
Note that constraints (4) and (5) in Model 1 are disjunctive constraints of big-M form. Thus, in general, the model is expected to perform better if a there is a small upper bound on the number of steps required to power dominate G. We explored this further by re-running the models for different values of T ranging between n and ppt(G). Table 2 lists the power propagation time T p = ppt(G), the value of T associated with the minimum runtime, denoted T b , the runtimes associated with these values of T , and the average runtime over all T , for power domination and connected power domination. From Table 2 , it can be seen that although the best runtimes are not achieved by T p , they are usually achieved by relatively small values of T (relative to the order of the graph), as expected from the big-M constraints.
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented several structural, algorithmic, and computational results on connected power domination. We explored properties of vertices which are contained in every connected power dominating set, and the effects of certain vertex and edge operations on the connected power domination number. We also gave a formula for computing the connected power domination number of a graph in terms of the connected power domination numbers of its biconnected components. We established the NP-completeness of connected power domination, but showed efficient algorithms for block graphs and cactus graphs. Finally, we gave integer programming models for computing the power domination number, connected power domination Table 2 : Computational results for finding power propagation time and runtimes for different values of T . Runtimes are reported in seconds. Results for connected power domination of IEEE Bus 300 are unavailable, since they exceeded the timeout limit.
number, and power propagation time of a graph, and reported computational results. One direction for future work could focus on refining Theorem 2 and generalizing Theorems 4 and 5. For example, the power domination problem is NP-complete even for bipartite graphs, chordal graphs, planar graphs, and split graphs [31, 32, 38] ; on the other hand, efficient algorithms are available for interval graphs [38] , graphs of bounded treewidth [4, 34] , and several other families. It would be interesting to determine whether connected power domination is NPcomplete or polynomially-solvable for these classes of graphs. Another problem of interest is to generalize Theorem 1 to separating sets of larger size. Such theoretical refinements could also be leveraged in general-purpose solution approaches, such as the integer programming models given in Section 6.
